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The many lifetimes of plastics
Infographics strive to give us a sense of how long plastic goods will last in the environment. But is this information reliable?

Whistling louder in noisy waters
Bottlenose dolphins are trying to survive Florida’s uptick in boat traffic during pandemic.

A dangerous leak of diesel fuel in the Arctic
WHOI’s Chris Reddy discusses the response challenges of a fuel spill near Norilsk, Russia.

WHOI researchers head back to sea
Scientists end “pause” in research expeditions to service ocean instruments off New England.
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Woods Hole science community protests racism
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First American Woman to Walk in Space Reaches Deepest Spot in the Ocean
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Pause in fieldwork hurts scientists’ plans for research, futures
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Buoy oh buoy! Floating instruments receive major upgrade
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Environmental groups fight rollback of marine monument protections
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